
How much is an equilibrium constant or a rate 
constant changed by a seemingly small 
electrostatic interaction ??
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Consider  a +1 and a -1 charge 100 Angstroms apart

U = 1389 x (1)(-1) / 100  =  -13.9  kJ/mol
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Partial Charges abound in proteins!
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Enzymes Chymotrypsin, Subtilisin , and many othe

One of “Life’s Cutting tools”, Scissors, Knives,
Saws, etc”

are serine proteases
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This part of substrate is now covalently attached to the enzyme
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“Convergent Evolution”

Chymotrypsin
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Chymotrypsin, Subtilisin , and many others
are serine proteases
In Life’s Tool Kit these are the  
“ Scissors, Knives and Saws” for proteins.

We have often mentioned Life’s Fuel Cells
i.e., Mitochondria.

Now, we will consider the most important 
ingredient of the most important tool of all, 
the Solar Cells:  LIGHT



LIGHT
Oscillating Electric and Magnetic Fields:

SHAKE charges and magnetic dipoles
back and forth

The oscillations are of all possible 
frequencies

All life appears to be nurtured by the excitation 
of electrons by light in photosynthesis.  
The vision enjoyed by higher life forms begins 
with the electronic excitation of a conjugated 
molecule within a G-protein coupled receptor.
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Recall from 2 lectures ago

Force on a charge = electric field x charge
= volts/m x charge
= joules/coulomb meter x coulombs

= joules/coulomb meter x coulombs
Or energy from moving a charge 

Force  x distance 
= Field x charge x distance
= volts/meter x charge x distance
= joules coulomb-1meter-1 coulomb meter =joules

Closely related to electrophoresis



Short wavelengths
= HIGH energy photons
Can IONIZE < 250 nm 

Photochemistry 
out to 700 nm

UV B 310-290 nm
UV A 310-400 nm

UV C <300 nm

photosynthesis. 

Vision
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Long wavelengths
= Very LOW energy photons 
treated Classically 
(like translational energy of
molecules ) 

Flip electron “spin” down”spin” up
Make molecules ROTATE

CELL phones
Flip NUCLEAR spin

Makes molecule VIBRATE
∆E = hνvib
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∆E = hνprecssion of magnetic dipole

Thermal IR: WE emit this wavelength
Larger photons than microwaves
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Important to realize:   at 300 K (room temperature) ∆E = kT
= RT  = hν 8.3 x 300 = 2.5 kJ/mol and  
ν = kT/h = 1.38 x 10-23 x 300 /6.62 x 10-34 = 

∆E = hνvib

EVERY THING at 300 K
(including you and I) is emitting 0.005 cm = near 50 micrometers

In other words we all emit microwaves because of our 
temperature. 

At around 300K , ∆E is close to kT
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Beer-Lambert Law  (A = εcx )
photon + M ---> M* (electronically excited molecule)
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In this context f = fraction of photons remaining after travelling distance x
i.e.,  f= Transmittance = T = 10-εcx = 10-A

10-A is just telling you that A = εcx = –log T 16

These two are EXACTLY the 
SAME thing.  Learn and use
BOTH

What is Absorbance?
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Beer-Lambert Law  (A = εcx )
suppose A = 2    What fraction of light is transmitted?

10-2 = 0.01 = 1 %

Now, double the concentration.
What fraction of light is transmitted?   

10-4 = 0.0001 = 0.01 %
Now, double the path length using this concentration.
What fraction of light is transmitted? 

10-8 = 10-6 %
Now, change the wavelength until ε is doubled.
What fraction of light is transmitted at this wavelength?

10-16 = 10-14 %
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UV absorption of Amino Acids
361 Lec 37
Tue 3nov15
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